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Abstract
In studies of molecular evolution, one is typically confronted with the task of inferring a
phylogenetic tree from a set X of sequences of length n over a 4nite alphabet . For studies
that invoke parsimony, it has been found helpful to consider the quasi-median graph generated
by X in the Hamming graph n. Although a great deal is already known about quasi-median
graphs (and their algebraic counterparts), little is known about the quasi-median generation
in n starting from a set X of vertices. We describe the vertices of the quasi-median graph
generated by X in terms of the coordinatewise partitions of X . In particular, we clarify when the
generated quasi-median graph is the so-called relation graph associated with X . This immediately
characterizes the instances where either a block graph or the total Hamming graph is generated.
? 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
1. Introduction
Given some 4nite alphabet , the sequence space n for n¿ 1 comprises all se-
quences of length n over , equipped with the Hamming distance (assuming that all
letters in  are equidistant). The sequence space n can be regarded as a Hamming
graph, being the nth Cartesian power of the complete graph on the vertex set ,
with two sequences in n adjacent exactly when they di>er in precisely one position
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(i.e., coordinate). Such examples naturally arise in molecular biology, where they in-
volve the nucleotide alphabet = {A;G; T; C} when DNA-sequences are being consid-
ered.
In studies of molecular evolution, one is typically confronted with the task of in-
ferring a phylogenetic tree contained in n that connects a given set X ⊆ n of
sequences. For studies which invoke parsimony (that is, search for minimal Steiner
trees), one usually assumes that the sequences have been condensed in the sense that
there is no constant position left, that is, some position at which all sequences from
X share the same letter. Moreover, positions which have an identical distribution of
letters among the members of X up to permutations of  are identi4ed (possibly
keeping the information of how many positions were merged as an integer weight).
Thus, the essential information in this context is the non-trivial partition of X that
a particular position induces: each part is formed by all sequences sharing the same
letter at this position. We may then recode the (condensed) sequences by assuming
 = {0; : : : ; k − 1}, k ∈N, and that i = {0; : : : ; ki − 1} for 16 i6 n (where neces-
sarily 26 ki6 n) is the projection of X onto the ith factor of n, so that for each
i = 1; : : : ; n the pre-images {x∈X | xi = j} of the letters j∈i constitute the ki parts
of the ith partition of X . We may stipulate that the letters in each factor have been
permuted in such a way that their natural order reKects some 4xed linear order ¡ on
X :
min{x∈X | xi = 0}¡min{x∈X | xi = 1}¡ · · ·¡min{x∈X | xi = ki − 1}:
With this convention it is easy to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the subset 1 × · · · × n of n and the set VR of all R-maps, that is, the set of all
maps ’ from the set R of all distinct non-trivial partitions of X (associated with the
n sequence positions) to the power set P(X ) of X , such that ’(R)∈R holds for all
R∈R. Clearly the graph with vertex set VR, for which any two vertices ’1; ’2 ∈VR
are adjacent if and only if ’1 and ’2 di>er on exactly one partition in R, is canonically
isomorphic to the Hamming graph associated to 1×· · ·×n. We will therefore dub it
the Hamming graph HR associated to R. Note that our correspondence also associates
a unique R-map ’x in VR to each x∈X , for which ’x(R) is that part in R containing
x (R∈R).
Returning to our above problem of inferring phylogenetic trees, it has been found
that studying the collection of sequences contained in the quasi-median hull generated
by X in 1 × · · · ×n can be a powerful tool. These hulls, whose induced subgraphs
are known as quasi-median graphs, are well understood [7,26,32], especially in the
case that the alphabet  under consideration has cardinality two, so that X consists
of binary sequences. In this special situation, quasi-median hulls=graphs are simply
referred to as median hulls=graphs—see [5,6,9,21] where various results are given
on these structures. By virtue of the above one-to-one correspondence, properties of
the median hull generated by X can be translated into ones using the terminology
of partitions and R-maps (see also [29]). For instance, the condition for a R-map
to be contained in the “Buneman graph” [12–14] is a straightforward consequence of
median convexity properties: e.g., just combine [2, Proposition 2:3] (see also [31]) with
[3, Lemma].
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The following results provide a classic example of this. One calls two splits, that is,
bipartitions, R1; R2 of X compatible if and only if there exists some A1 ∈R1 and some
A2 ∈R2 such that A1 ∪ A2 = X , and incompatible otherwise (which is the case exactly
when for every A1 ∈R1 and A2 ∈R2 one has A1 ∪ A2 
=X ). Then it can be shown that
the median graph QR (alias Buneman graph) associated to R is a tree if and only if
every pair of splits in R is compatible, whereas it coincides with HR if and only if
every pair of splits in R is incompatible. Hence, the following natural question arises:
can a similar approach be taken for elucidating the structure of quasi-median graphs
in general and, if so, what would be an appropriate generalization for the notion of
compatibility of splits to general partitions? It turns out that the right notion for this
purpose was introduced in [15]: two distinct partitions R1 and R2 of X are strongly
compatible if there exists B1 ∈R1 and B2 ∈R2 with B1 ∪ B2 = X .
Di>erent notions of (in)compatibility for two partitions R1; R2 are best described in
terms of the bipartite intersection graph (R1; R2) of their parts (where two parts are
adjacent exactly when they intersect) [20]. Then R1 and R2 are compatible if and only
if (R1; R2) is a forest, that is, cycle-free [23–25]. Thus, R1 and R2 are incompatible
if (R1; R2) contains some cycle. We say that R1 and R2 are strongly incompatible
if (R1; R2) is a complete bipartite graph. In this extreme case every part of one
partition is a transversal for the other partition. The following examples will illustrate
these notions:
• {{1; 2}; {3}; {4}} and {{1}; {2}; {3; 4}} are strongly compatible.
• {{1; 2}; {3}; {4}; {5}} and {{1}; {2}; {3; 4}; {5}} are not strongly compatible but
compatible.
• {{1; 2}; {3; 4}; {5; 6}} and {{1; 6}; {2; 3}; {4; 5}} are incompatible but not strongly
incompatible.
• {{1; 2; 3}; {4; 5; 6}} and {{1; 4}; {2; 5}; {3; 6}} are strongly incompatible.
Given a collection R of non-trivial partitions of a 4nite set X , we prove the following
results:
(A) An R-map ’ is a vertex in the quasi-median graph QR if and only if for each
pair R1; R2 of distinct strongly compatible partitions in R either ’(R1) = B1 or
’(R2) = B2 holds, where B1 ∈R1 and B2 ∈R2 are the (necessarily unique) parts
with B1 ∪ B2 = X (see Theorem 1).
(B) The quasi-median graph QR is the Hamming graph HR if and only if any two
distinct partitions in R are not strongly compatible (see Corollary 1).
(C) The quasi-median graph QR is a block graph (i.e., every maximal 2-connected
subgraph of QR is a clique) if and only if every pair of distinct partitions in R
is strongly compatible (see Theorem 2).
2. Quasi-median graphs in a partitions setting
In what follows we will assume that X denotes a 4nite set and R a set of non-trivial
partitions of X . A map ’ : R → P(X ) will be called an R-map if ’(R)∈R for all
R∈R, and VR will denote the set of all R-maps. Note that each element x∈X may
be thought of as being canonically contained in VR as the map ’x de4ned by setting
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’x(R) equal to that part of R containing x, for all R∈R. In particular, we de4ne
X := {’x: x∈X }:
Now, let us recall the de4nition of the quasi-median hull of a subset  ⊆ VR
[4,29]: given an ordered triple (’1; ’2; ’3)∈V 3R of R-maps, de4ne its quasi-median
q(’1; ’2; ’3)∈VR by
q(’1; ’2; ’3) : R→P(X );
R →
{
’2(R) if ’2(R) = ’3(R);
’1(R) else:
Put
Q0() :=;
and
Qi() := {q(’1; ’2; ’3) : ’1; ’2; ’3 ∈Qi−1()} (i¿ 1);
and de4ne the quasi-median hull Q() of  by
Q() :=
⋃
i¿0
Qi();
which clearly includes  and is contained in VR. The subgraph induced by Q(X ) in
HR is then the quasi-median graph QR generated by X.
In the statement of result (A) in the Introduction, we see that in deciding whether or
not an R-map is a vertex in the quasi-median graph of QR, it is suScient to consider
pairs of partitions. That we only need do this is due to the following result which
essentially rephrases a particular case of [1, Theorem 2.1] (see [10, p. 342]).
Proposition 1. Let R be a set of non-trivial partitions of X with #R¿ 2; and let
 ⊆ VR. Then ’∈VR is contained in the quasi-median hull Q() of  in VR if and
only if for every subset {R1; R2} ⊆ R; the restriction ’|{R1 ;R2} is contained in the
quasi-median hull Q(|{R1 ;R2}) of |{R1 ;R2} := {’|{R1 ;R2} : ’∈} in V{R1 ;R2}.
Proof. Clearly; for any ’∈Q() the restriction ’|{R1 ;R2} of ’ to any 2-set {R1; R2} ⊆
R must be contained in Q(|{R1 ;R2}).
Conversely, given some ’∈VR such that for all subsets {R1; R2} ⊆ R, we have
’|{R1 ;R2} ∈Q(|{R1 ;R2}). We employ induction on #R to show that ’ must also be
contained in Q(). Suppose that R′ ⊆ R is a subset with #R′¿ 3, and that the claim
holds for all proper subsets of R′. Choose three distinct partitions R1; R2; R3 ∈R′. Then,
’|R′−{Ri} ∈Q(|R′−{Ri})=Q(|R′)|R′−{Ri}, for all i=1; 2; 3, by the induction hypoth-
esis. Hence, for each i = 1; 2; 3, there must exist some ’i ∈Q(|R′) which coincides
with ’ when restricted to R′ − {Ri}, that is,
’i(R) = ’(R) for R∈R′ − {R1; R2; R3};
’i(Rj) = ’(Rj) for i 
= j:
Therefore ’= q(’1; ’2; ’3)∈Q(|R′), which completes the induction step.
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3. Fibers
In this section, we shall see that the notion of strong compatibility—although origi-
nally discovered in a di>erent context [15] and studied further in [19]—can be moti-
vated by a reformulation of a result [17] concerning dual discriminator algebras. In fact,
the quasi-median of three R-maps evaluated at a partition is nothing but the so-called
dual discriminator expressed in terms of the parts of a partition (representing a factor).
Given some partition R∈R and some  ∈VR, a :ber (or more speci4cally, an
R-:ber), is the pre-image of any part A∈R with respect to the projection onto some
factor R of HR, that is, the set
FR(A) := {’∈VR : ’(R) = A} for any A∈R:
For instance, ’x ∈FR(A) precisely when x∈A. Note that each single 4ber as well as
the union of any two 4bers FR(A) and FR′(A′) are closed under taking quasi-medians.
Moreover, we record the following key observation.
Lemma 1. Let R1; R2 be two non-trivial distinct partitions of X; and let  ⊆ V{R1 ;R2}
with X ⊆ . Then the following statements hold:
(i) If ’1; ’2 ∈Q() with ’1(R1)=’2(R1) and ’1(R2) 
=’2(R2); then FR1 (’1(R1)) ⊆
Q().
(ii) If ’1; ’2 ∈V{R1 ;R2} with ’1(R1) 
=’2(R1) and FR1 (’1(R1))∪FR1 (’2(R1)) ⊆ Q()
hold; then Q() = V{R1 ;R2}.
Proof. To prove (i); assume ’1 and ’2 are as described in (i). Let  ∈V{R1 ;R2} with
 (R1) = ’1(R1); and choose some x∈  (R2). Then  (R2) = ’x(R2). Since  (Ri) =
q(’x; ’1; ’2)(Ri) for i=1; 2; we have  = q(’x; ’1; ’2)∈Q(). Hence; FR1 (’1(R1)) ⊆
Q().
As for (ii), assume that ’1 and ’2 satisfy the hypothesis of (ii). Let ’3 ∈V{R1 ;R2},
and consider the {R1; R2}-maps  1;  2 de4ned by
 i(R1) :=’i(R1) and  i(R2) :=’3(R2) (i = 1; 2):
Note that, by assumption,  1 and  2 must be contained in Q(). Choose some
x∈’3(R1). Then ’x(R1) = ’3(R1). Hence, ’3 = q(’x;  1;  2)∈Q() and therefore
V{R1 ; R2} ⊆ Q(), as required.
We say that a set R of non-trivial partitions of X is strongly compatible if every pair
of distinct partitions in R is strongly compatible, and strongly incompatible if every
pair of distinct partitions in R is strongly incompatible. Notice that this “pairwise”
property is not true with general compatibility over non-binary alphabets (as this is
tied to the perfect phylogeny problem), which renders this notion more diScult to
handle [18,22,30]. Recall that for any pair of distinct strongly compatible partitions
R1; R2 ∈R, there exist unique parts B(R1; R2)∈R1 and B(R2; R1)∈R2 with B(R1; R2)∪
B(R2; R1) = X [15,19]. Using this fact, we now present a crucial relationship between
two strongly compatible partitions and the associated quasi-median hull that is based
on [17, Theorem 2.4].
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Proposition 2. For two non-trivial distinct partitions R1 and R2 of X ; the following
statements hold:
(i) Q(X ) = FR1 ( (R1)) ∪ FR2 ( (R2)) for some  ∈Q(X ) if and only if {R1; R2}
is strongly compatible; in which case  (R1) = B(R1; R2) and  (R2) = B(R2; R1).
(ii) Q(X ) = V{R1 ;R2} if and only if {R1; R2} is not strongly compatible.
Proof. For the proof of (i); assume that R1 and R2 are strongly compatible. De4ne an
{R1; R2}-map  by
 (R1) :=B(R1; R2) and  (R2) :=B(R2; R1):
As R1 and R2 are distinct and  (R1)∪ (R2)=X ; we cannot have both  (R2)∈R1 and
 (R1)∈R2. Hence; we may assume that  (R2) 
∈ R1; say. Select any y∈  (R2)− (R1)
and z ∈  (R1)−  (R2). We can choose x∈  (R2) such that x and y belong to di>erent
parts of R1 because  (R2) 
∈ R1. Since
’x(R1) 
=’y(R1) 
=  (R1) = ’z(R1);
’x(R2) = ’y(R2) =  (R2) 
=’z(R2);
we obtain
 = q(’z; ’x; ’y)∈Q(X ):
From Lemma 1(i) with ’1 =  ; we infer that FR1 ( (R1)) ⊆ Q(X ) when setting
’2 = ’z; and similarly; FR2 ( (R2)) ⊆ Q(X ) when setting ’2 = ’y instead; with the
roles of R1 and R2 interchanged. Now; as  (R1) and  (R2) cover X ; for each x∈X
either ’x(R1) =  (R1) or ’x(R2) =  (R2) holds. Therefore;
Q(X ) ⊆ Q(FR1 ( (R1)) ∪ FR2 ( (R2))) = FR1 ( (R1)) ∪ FR2 ( (R2)) ⊆ Q(X );
and hence equality holds throughout.
To prove (ii), assume that R1 and R2 are not strongly compatible. Since R1 and
R2 are distinct, there exist elements w; x∈X which belong to a common part of one
partition but two di>erent parts of the other, say,
w; x∈A∈R1 and x∈B∈R2 but w 
∈ B:
Then
’w(R1) = A= ’x(R1) and ’w(R2) 
=B= ’x(R2);
so that FR1 (A) ⊆ Q(X ), by Lemma 1(i). Since R1 and R2 are not strongly compatible,
we can 4rst choose y∈X − (A∪B) and then z ∈X − (A∪C) where C denotes the part
of R2 containing y. Then the part D of R2 which contains z is di>erent from C. The
{R1; R2}-maps  and  ′ de4ned by  (R1) =  ′(R1) :=A and  (R2) :=C,  ′(R2) :=D
both belong to FR1 (A) ⊆ Q(X ). Since
’y(R1) 
=A=  (R1) and ’y(R2) = C =  (R2);
’z(R1) 
=A=  ′(R1) and ’z(R2) = D =  ′(R2);
we infer FR2 (C)∪FR2 (D) ⊆ Q(X ) by Lemma 1(i), and consequently, Q(X )=V{R1 ;R2},
by Lemma 1(ii), as required.
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4. Compatibility and the quasi-median hull
We now prove statement (A) of the Introduction.
Theorem 1. Let R be a set of non-trivial partitions of X and ’∈VR. Then ’∈Q(X )
if and only if for every pair of distinct; strongly compatible partitions R1; R2 ∈R either
’(R1) = B(R1; R2) or ’(R2) = B(R2; R1) holds.
Proof. Assume 4rst ’∈Q(X ) and that {R1; R2} is a strongly compatible subset
of R. Then ’|{R1 ;R2} ∈Q(X |{R1 ;R2}); by Proposition 1; and so; by Proposition 2(i);
Q(X |{R1 ;R2}) = FR1 ( (R1)) ∪ FR2 ( (R2)) for the {R1; R2}-map de4ned by  (R1) :=
B(R1; R2) and  (R2) :=B(R2; R1). Hence; we see that either ’(R1) = B(R1; R2) or
’(R2) = B(R2; R1).
Conversely, assume that ’∈VR and that for all strongly compatible subsets {R1; R2}
of R, we have either ’(R1)=B(R1; R2) or ’(R2)=B(R2; R1). By Proposition 1, it suSces
to show ’|R′ ∈Q(X |R′) for all 2-subsets R′ ⊆ R. Let {R1; R2} be such a subset of
R. If {R1; R2} is strongly compatible, then ’(R1)=B(R1; R2) or ’(R2)=B(R2; R1), by
assumption, and in view of Proposition 2(i), we have Q(X |{R1 ;R2}) = FR1 ( (R1)) ∪
FR2 ( (R2)) for the {R1; R2}-map de4ned by  (R1) :=B(R1; R2) and  (R2) :=B(R2; R1),
and so ’|{R1 ;R2} ∈Q(X |{R1 ;R2}) must hold. If {R1; R2} is not strongly compatible,
then, by Proposition 2(ii), V{R1 ;R2}=Q(
X |{R1 ;R2}) and, as ’|{R1 ;R2} ∈V{R1 ;R2}, we have
’|{R1 ;R2} ∈Q(X |{R1 ;R2}). Hence, in both cases, ’|{R1 ;R2} ∈Q(X |{R1 ;R2}), as required.
The following corollary, which immediately follows from the preceding theorem in
conjunction with the above propositions, gives statement (B) of the Introduction.
Corollary 1. The quasi-median graph QR generated by a set R of non-trivial par-
titions of X equals the Hamming graph HR if and only if every pair of distinct
partitions in R is not strongly compatible.
We conclude this section by proving statement (C) of the Introduction. Recall that
a connected graph G= (V; E) with at least three vertices is called 2-connected if there
exists no single vertex whose removal from V (together with all its incident edges)
results in a disconnected graph. A connected graph G is called a block graph if every
maximal 2-connected subgraph of G is a complete graph. The next result entails, en
passant, an algebraic description of block graphs (among quasi-median graphs) which
is related to results contained in [27].
Theorem 2. The following statements are equivalent for a set R of non-trivial parti-
tions of X.
(i) QR is a block graph;
(ii) #{q(’1; ’2; ’3); q(’1; ’2; ’4); q(’1; ’3; ’4)}6 2 for all ’1; ’2; ’3; ’4 in Q(X );
(iii) R is strongly compatible.
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Proof. (i) implies (ii): We proceed by induction on #R. With a single partition; the
assertion is trivial. Now assume that the R-map  is a (cut) vertex of QR whose
removal disconnects QR. Then one can decompose the vertex set Q(X ) into two
parts ! and !′ overlapping precisely in  such that all paths from ! to !′ pass
through  : any two R-maps from ! can only di>er at partitions at which all R-maps
from !′ assign the same part as  (and vice versa). If; say; ’1; ’2 ∈! and ’3; ’4 ∈!′;
then we obtain the equality
q(’1; ’2; ’3) = q(’1; ’2;  ) = q(’1; ’2; ’4):
If ! contains all but one of ’1; ’2; ’3; ’4; then this single outlier can be replaced
by  ; yielding the same quasi-median in each instance. Hence in this case or when
’1; ’2; ’3; ’4 ∈! one can dispense with !′ and apply the induction hypothesis.
(ii) implies (iii): Clearly, condition (ii) carries over to an induced 4-cycle, and
consequently, R1 and R2 are strongly compatible by Proposition 2.
(iii) implies (i): Suppose that QR is not a block graph. Then it includes some
induced 4-cycle [7,26], which necessarily involves only di>erences at two partitions
R1; R2 ∈R. At least one of the four R-maps forming this cycle assigns neither B(R1; R2)
to R1 nor B(R2; R1) to R2, whence R1 and R2 are not strongly compatible according to
Theorem 1.
5. The relation graph
In this section, we explain the connection between the quasi-median graph QR and
the relation graph GR that was introduced in [19]. The vertex set R of GR consists
of those R-maps ’ in VR which satisfy the condition
’(R1) ∩ ’(R2) = ∅ ⇒ ’(R1) ∪ ’(R2) = X
for all R1; R2 ∈R. The relation graph GR is the subgraph of HR induced on R. Note
that it immediately follows from the de4nition of R that some R-map ’ is contained
in R if and only if for all subsets {R1; R2} ⊆ R the restriction ’|{R1 ;R2} of ’ to
{R1; R2} is contained in the restriction R|{R1 ;R2} of R to {R1; R2}. Trivially, for each
x∈X , the map ’x is contained in R.
Evidently, if #R=2 holds for all R∈R—that is, R consists solely of splits of X—
then GR equals QR and thus corresponds to the median graph generated by X in the
#R-dimensional hypercube HR. Unlike QR, the relation graph need not be connected
for general partitions [19] and it can be a block graph even when R is not strongly
compatible. For instance, the relation graph of the second example given in the Intro-
duction has three components, and that of the three partitions {{1}; {2; 3; 4; 5}; {6}},
{{1; 2; 3}; {4; 5; 6}} and {{1; 3; 4; 6}; {2}; {5}} is a tree with leaves ’1; ’2; ’5; ’6 and
interior vertices ’3; ’4 although this set of partitions is not strongly compatible. Even
so, [19, Theorem 2] states that for a set R of non-trivial partitions of X , the relation
graph GR is a block graph with #R blocks if and only if every pair of distinct partitions
in R is strongly compatible. On the other hand, in [19, Theorem 1] it is shown that
if R is a set of non-trivial partitions of X , the relation graph GR is a Hamming graph
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exactly when every pair of distinct partitions in R is strongly incompatible. Thus, in
the third example given in the Introduction, the relation graph is not a Hamming graph
(but a hexagon). The relationship between GR and QR is clari4ed by the next result.
Theorem 3. The following statements hold for a set R of non-trivial partitions of X:
(i) X ⊆ R ⊆ Q(X ); whence GR is a subgraph of QR.
(ii) R =Q(X ); that is; GR =QR if and only if every distinct pair of partitions in
R is either strongly compatible or strongly incompatible.
Proof. By the discussion preceding this theorem and Proposition 1; we need to consider
only 2-subsets {R1; R2} of R. Thus; we may henceforth assume R= {R1; R2}.
If R1 and R2 are not strongly compatible, then, by Proposition 2, Q(X )=V{R1 ;R2} in-
cludes {R1 ;R2}. On the other hand, assume now that R1 and R2 are strongly compatible
and that ’ is a map in {R1 ;R2}. If ’(R1)∪’(R2)=X , then necessarily ’(R1)=B(R1; R2)
and ’(R2)=B(R2; R1) holds, whence ’∈Q(X ), by Theorem 1. If ’(R1)∪’(R2) 
=X ,
then ’(R1)∩’(R2) 
= ∅ and so ’=’x ∈Q(X ) for any element x from this intersection.
This settles (i).
As for (ii), assume 4rst that R1 and R2 are not strongly compatible. Then X cannot
be covered by a part of R1 together with a part of R2. Hence, under this assumption,
G{R1 ;R2} =Q{R1 ;R2} is equivalent to {R1 ;R2} = V{R1 ;R2}, which in turn implies that each
pair of parts A∈R1 and B∈R2 intersects, that is, R1 and R2 are strongly incompatible.
Finally assume that R1 and R2 are strongly compatible. If ’∈Q(X ), then ’(R1)=
B(R1; R2), say, and consequently, either ’(R2) = B(R2; R1) or ’(R2) ⊆ B(R2; R1), so
that ’∈{R1 ;R2} in any case.
In particular, it follows from Theorem 3 that, in general, GR is a “thinning” of QR.
Hence, this result can be used to extend to quasi-median graphs the thinning framework
presented in [13] for reducing the complexity of median graphs.
6. Extremal instances
For a set X the largest possible graph QR is obtained when R is the set of all
non-trivial partitions of X . Smaller but relatively extremal graphs are obtained when
R comprises only the partitions with at most k parts; for k=2 this leads to the largest
possible median graphs [8]. In order to list and count the partitions we will refer to
the pattern of a partition R with r parts as to the string i1–i2– · · · –ir of ascending
cardinalities of the parts. For example, on X = {1; 2; 3}, one has three partitions Ri =
{{i}; X −{i}}; i=1; 2; 3, with pattern 1–2 and the single partition R4 ={{1}; {2}; {3}}
with pattern 1–1–1. Then an R-map from R= {R1; R2; R3; R4} to P(X ) quali4es as a
vertex in QR exactly when either ’=’i (i=1; 2; 3) or ’(Ri) = X −{i} for i=1; 2; 3,
as all four partitions are strongly compatible. Hence, QR = GR can be described as
a triangle with three pendant edges (forming a perfect matching), carrying the three
leaves which represent the elements of X (cf. [4, Fig. 3]).
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Fig. 1. The dumb-bell D, a constituent factor of QR minus X when #X = 4 and R is maximal.
On X = {1; 2; 3; 4}, the set of all non-trivial partitions has 14 members, viz., four
with pattern 1–3, three with 2–2, six with 1–1–2, and a single one with pattern 1–
1–1–1. Each 1–3 partition is strongly compatible with all other partitions. Any 2–2
partition and its two re4nements to 1–1–2 partitions are strongly compatible. No fur-
ther strong compatibilities constrain the formation of vertices in QR. Whenever a vertex
in QR associates the singleton {i} to the 1–3 partition {{i}; X − {i}}, then necessar-
ily ’ equals ’i (i = 1; 2; 3; 4). Every other vertex ’ in QR can arbitrarily associate
any singleton to the partition {{1}; {2}; {3}; {4}}, while its restriction to any subset
comprising the three partitions {{1; i}; {j; k}}; {{1}; {i}; {j; k}}, and {{1; i}; {j}; {k}},
where {i; j; k} = {2; 3; 4}, is only constrained by requiring that whenever a singleton
part is associated to one of the latter two partitions the other two partitions get mapped
onto that part containing the former singleton. This gives six choices to de4ne ’ on
such a 3-subset of R. Therefore QR without the four leaves forming X is the Carte-
sian product of K4 and the third Cartesian power D3 of the 6-vertex “dumb-bell” D,
displayed in Fig. 1. This elucidates the structure of QR, and determines the number
of its vertices: 4× 63 + 4 = 868. Even when the single 1–1–1–1 partition is excluded
from R, one would still have 63 + 4=220 vertices in this relatively extremal situation
(with k = 3).
Such quasi-median graphs are prohibitively large to display for molecular sequences.
The extremal case, described above, can easily occur with longer molecular sequences.
Take, for example, the classic data of Brown et al. [11] which describe the variation in
homologous stretches of 896 base pairs in the mitochondrial DNA of human, (common)
chimp, gorilla, orang-utan, and gibbon. When one considers only the sequences of
the four monkeys, then actually all 14 partitions are induced by the varied sequence
positions (which are conveniently listed in [28, Fig. 11.10]). The relation graph GR is
in this case not of much help either: it consists only of X = {’1; ’2; ’3; ’4} and the
set { 1;  2;  3;  4} of its unique neighbors (from K4 D3) in QR.
If QR is too large for visual display (as is the case in the preceding example),
then one may resort to a thinning of QR that includes besides X only a very re-
stricted number of quasi-medians. We propose to apply the median-joining (“MJ”)
algorithm with parameter $=0 to X , as described in [4]. In this iterative procedure a
quasi-median q(’1; ’2; ’3) is potentially generated at round i from R-maps ’1; ’2; ’2
of round i−1 only when ’1; ’2; ’3 are connected by two edges in some spanning tree
for the R-maps of round i − 1; if more than one triplet ’1; ’2; ’3 meets this require-
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ment, only those triplets are 4nally accepted for quasi-median generation for which a
spanning tree of triplet and associated three quasi-medians has minimum length.
We will explain this in more detail, by way of example, for the extremal case with
X = {1; 2; 3; 4}. Recall that the distance between any two R-maps is their Hamming
distance in HR. In particular, the distance between the R-maps ’i and ’j (i 
= j) from
X equals 10 since for exactly 4 (out of 14) non-trivial partitions both maps select
the same part. Thus, any such pair ’i, ’j (i 
= j) constitutes an edge in some spanning
tree for X (the start con4guration). We therefore generate all 4 × 3 = 12 di>erent
quasi-medians q(’i; ’j; ’k) for i = 1; 2; 3; 4 and 2-sets {j; k} ⊆ {1; 2; 3; 4} − {i}. The
minimum distance among the current 16 R-maps occurs between each ’i and any
q(’i; ’j; ’k): it equals 3 because at exactly three partitions of X (those which extend
{{i}; {j; k}}) the two R-maps select di>erent parts. The next larger distance is 4, which
is attained exactly for the 12 di>erent pairs q(’i; ’j; ’k), q(’j; ’i; ’k): in fact there
are 4 partitions of X extending {{i}; {j}; {k}}. Consequently, 4 new quasi-medians are
generated for i = 1; 2; 3; 4:
 i := q(’i; q(’i; ’j; ’k); q(’i; ’j; ’l))
= q(q(’i; ’j; ’k); ’i; q(’i; ’j; ’l))
= q(q(’i; ’j; ’k); q(’i; ’j; ’l); q(’i; ’k ; ’l))
= q(’i; ’l; q(’i; ’j; ’k));
where {i; j; k; l}={1; 2; 3; 4} (these identities for  i are easily established as for R∈R,
 i(R) =
{
’j(R) if ’j(R) = ’k(R) = ’l(R);
’i(R) else:)
The distances between  i and ’i (di>ering only at {{i}; X − {i}}) is 1 and between
 i and q(’i; ’j; ’k) equals 2. No further triplets meet the above requirements. Thus
the superposition of all spanning trees for the resulting set of all 20 R-maps is the
median-joining network with $ = 0 for X . This graph, MR, which is displayed in
Fig. 2, essentially coincides with that proposed by [29, p. 50], except that in the latter
graph the edges of length 2 from MR are each subdivided by one vertex.
In applications, MR can be used to highlight the structure of a set of molecular
sequences by displaying it for each quartet of sequences of X [16,29]: then each
partition R of some subset of sequences receives a weight w(R), which e.g. counts
the positions in the sequences that induce R (see Introduction). Each edge of MR
represents several partitions of X , which determine its length (that is, weight): in
Fig. 2 the edge between ’1 and  1 has weight w({{1}; {2; 3; 4}}), the edge between
 1 and q(’1; ’2; ’3) has weight
w({{1}; {2; 3}})− w({{1}; {2; 3; 4}})
=w({{1; 4}; {2; 3}}) + w({{1}; {2; 3}; {4}});
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Fig. 2. MJ thinning MR of QR when #X = 4 and R is maximal. Bold edges (from GR) have length 1, the
other unbroken edges have length 2, whereas the broken edges of the triangles have length 4.
and the edges in the triangle formed by q(’1; ’2; ’3), q(’2; ’1; ’3), and q(’3; ’1; ’2)
are weighted by
w({{1}; {2}; {3}}) =w({{1; 4}; {2}; {3}}) + w({{1}; {2; 4}; {3}})
+w({{1}; {2}; {3; 4}}) + w({{1}; {2}; {3}; {4}});
all other edge weights are derived by permuting the elements 1,2,3,4 accordingly. Edges
of length zero are contracted. The distance w({{i}; {j}}) between each ’i and ’j is
thus broken up into 6 5 summands determined by the weights of partitions of 3-sets
as well as 1–3 bipartitions of 4-sets.
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